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FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1932

jO N T A N A
USINGS

l a r g e cro w d sees
th r illin g b a t t l e s

IN M CLUB TOURNEY

Class P re sid e n t
Selects Members
Of Senior Group

Debate Men ANNUAL PRODUCTION
Are Winners
OF VARSITY VODVIL
In Five Tilts

Barnes, Borders, Ganglion, Lockwood,
Mooney Are Chairmen
Varsity Debaters Conclude Pacific
Of Committees

0ne Ch| T n 0k T* D,ethrr ed n Bout Which Wins Noral Whittinghill Committees to arrange details for
M Uub Trophy; State University Titles Are Determined
graduation and commencement week
In Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing
were selected by Glenn Lockwood,
class president, Wednesday at a senior
class meeting.
The various seniors selected for the
duties are: Senior garb—Charles
Gaughan, Missoula; Georgia Mae Met
len, Dillon; #Wilma Schubert, Great
Falls; Billie Burke, Lewistown; John
Clancy, Ennis. Class Day committee—
Curtis Barnes, Lewistown, chairman;
Ramona Noll, Missoula^ Martin Carstens, Missoula; Alfred Spaulding,
Missoula; Bertha Cone, Great flails.
Publicity—Thomas Mooney, Missoula,
chairman; Alfred Flint, Philipsburg;
Billy Rohlffs, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Wil
liam Dixon, Missoula; Leonard LeRoux, Butte. Reception commit teeHazel Borders, Bozeman, chairman;
Charles O'Neil, Kalispell; Wilbur
Chapin, Hamilton; Edith Mae Baldwin,
Helena; Miriam Barnhill, Missoula.
Announcement committee — Glenn
Lockwood, Missoula, chairman; Jack
White, Missoula; Mary Hegland, Great
Falls; Bob Cooney, Canyon Ferry.
Annduncement of committee meet
ings wfll be made later.

VOLUME XXXI. No. 39

IS TOMORROW NIGHT

Coast Tour Tonight, Meeting
University of Washington

Seventeen Student Groups Reserve Blocks of Seats for Show; Dress
Rehearsal Will Be Held Saturday Morning at 10 o’Clock;
Pictures Will Follow Each Act Immediately
Grant Kelleher and Edward Alex

ander, Montana’s touring debaters,
Seventeen student groups purchased blocks of seats for this year’s
continued their winning ways, gaining
decisions over Whitman college and Varsity Vodvil production, which will be presented at the Fox-Wilma
Willamette university but losing to theater tomorrow night in two shows. Due to this new arrangement
Oregon State college. The debate with
of allowing organizations to reserve their blocks of seats in advance,
the University of Oregon was a non
................ ...... ...............
.................. ~ ^ energy and recklessness for* State
the ticket sale which opened at the
about even smaller events than we
decision
engagement.
University championships. One crow n
theater booking office yesterday morn
r1-'usually do—and these little things of
The
Whitman
debates
were
held
slipped—that
of
the
featherweight
ing
was slightly smaller than usual.
Women Discuss Senior Garb
Hite"may include anything from the
New Changes Are Announced
Friday afternoon and Sunday night.
Dress rehearsal for the seven com
At Meeting Held Yesterday champion, Francis Malone—in the
fchindbergh baby to class cards. Of the
In
Spring
Quarter
Schedule
The
Sunday
contest
was
held
in
one
greatest exhibition that the lettermen’s
peting acts will begin at 10 o’clock
' Lindbergh baby we know no more than
of the Walla Walla churches and was
club has placed before a fight-frantic
Saturday morning at the Fox-Wilma
Distinguishing garb for the
Ssinyoae else who rea'ds the papers, and
Several changes have been made
on the question: Resolved, that the
crowd.
theater’and will run straight through
seniors
was
the
topic
for
discus
ilibept that we’re sorry, there’s not
this week in the spring quarter
cutting
of
wages
during
the
present
Wliittinghill Wins Cup
until each group has had a chance to
sion at the Quadrons’, senior
- much we can say about him. On the
schedule. They are: Business Ad
depression has retarded the process of
Moral
Whittinghill
knocked
Malone’s
go through its skit. Acts will be pre
women’s organization, meeting
ministration, F22a (shorthand) 2n
' subject of class cards we feel author
recovery. The Montana team upheld
State University featherweight cyown
sented in the same order as they are
held yesterday a t 4 o’clock at the
credits, which will be taught by
ised to expound somewhat more. Susie,
the affirmative. The same question
awry in three rounds and then in the
to appear at night and each group will
Delta
Delta
Delta
house.
It
was
Miss Maclay in C206 at 8 o’clock
; our shadow, stood in Main hall yes
was used in the Oregon State college
extra
session
proceeded
to
place
it
on
be allowed 20 minutes in which to
also decided that Quadrons would
every day; Forestry 13c (forest
terday and watched people fill them
debate at Corvallis Tuesday night.
his
own
head
in
a
brainy
fight
which
prepare the stage and put on its skit.
not be represented in the Sentinel
policy), 4 credits, which will be
(class cards) out
The
judges
awarded
the
Oregon
team
won for him the cup awarded by M
Rehearsal schedule
this year. Georgia Mae Metlen,
taught by Mr. Spaulding at 8
a two-to-one decision.
club
for
the
best
boxing
exhibition
of
Competing groups are requested by
o’clock in F204 on Monday, Tues
S4 AVING forgotten our principles Dillon, gave a short tap dance and
Professor VeatcliV Washington State
the evening.
Franklin
Long, stage manager, to be
refreshments were served later.
day, Wednesday and Thursday;
college debate coach, acted as critic
of choice and chance we can’t
Jimmy Brown calmly out-generaled
ready to rehearse a t the following
This was the regular monthly
German 15 will be held in U107 at
judge
at.
the
Willamette
contest
on
times:
and out-punched Scotty Stratton in the
■figure out what the probabilities for
meeting of the women’s organiza
9 o’clock by Mrs. Weisberg instead
Monday night and agreed with the
main event for the lightweight crown.
error are on a card where there are
Alpha Tau Omega ___ 10:00 to 10:30
tion, the next of which will be held
of in Law 2 at 10 o’clock by Mr.
Montana team in that Congress should
A neat one-two punished Stratton but
Sixteen possibilities, but Susie thinks
Delta Delta D e lta .........10:30 to 11:00
Scheuch; P. and E. P. (section II)
the first Thursday in the month
not
enact
legislation
providing
for
in the short length of three rounds the
Rho Dammit R h o __ . 11:00 to 11:30
that some people make all sixteen. She
will be held in C211 instead of in
a t the usual hour, 4 o’clock, in the
centralized control of industry. This
punches did not slow him down and
Delta
G am m a________ 11:30 to 12:00
found that biology, botany, chemistry
U107. .
Delta Gamma house.
same question was used in the Unithe loser came out for the third
Phi Sigma Kappa ....12:00 to 12:30
and .physics are all in the “science"
I
versity
of
Oregon
encounter
Wednes
round ready to mix. The bout was
Sigma K appa_________12:30 to 1:00
^ department, no matter what the schedday night.
slow with both fighters maneuvering
Kappa Sigm a_____ 1:00
to 1:30
-ule may'say. That there' are no sec<■" Last night Kelleher and Alexander
for position and Brown trying to" crowd
This dress rehearsal will give the
tion number^ in the foreign language
were
in
Tacoma
at
the
College
of
the white-haired boy into a corner
groups a chance to get accustomed to
group. That instructors’ names and
Puget Sound. Here they also argued
where body attacks had good effect.
the large stage at the theater and also
course numbers are of no importance
All but out on his feet, Dick Jones College Text Series Is Included in the negative side of the centralized
to go through their acts with the or
whatever. In fact, Susie says she
control
question.
Tonight
they
con
1931
Survey
bravely withstood the searing rights of
chestra. “No one will be allowed backlearned a lot of things about registraclude their 2,000-mile tour with an
Champion
Chuck
Goodspeed
who
re
stage
during the rehearsal except
Uon she never knew before.
r. N. J. Lennes** chairman of the engagement with the University of
tained his junior welterweight title.
those in the act being shown and mem
* * *
Washington at Seattle. The w age1
Department
of
Mathematics,
sold
more
Opening In a lackadaisical first round,
bers of other acts will have to remain
IBRARY fines are little things that
question will be used in this debate.
.
.
,
. .
in the main part of the theater until
the fighters whaled away In the sec than two million copies of his mathe
may grow into big things. We
The Idaho Argonaut, University of I Lowndes Maury s Composition Is (they are called,” Long said yesterday.
ond with Goodspeed’s sizzling right matics texts and practice sheets last
have had it happen. And little min Annual Award Will Be Granted hand cutting Jones’ face, not being ear and has recently received word Idaho bi-weekly, in speaking of the I
Feature of Concert
j "Also each group is personally refirst engagement on the tour, writes
For Best Student-Written
utes may cause little fines—and
able to down the challenger for the that the sales for 1931 far outdis
i sponsible for getting its own proper
This Sunday
of it as “one of the best on the Idaho j
flunked examinations. When hooks
Short Story
ties down to the theater In time for its
count. The fight, the opening one of tance those of the previous year.
campus this year. The contest was
are demanded as references for a large
Besides
these,
Lennes
has
written
a
John Crowder, associate professor in practice,” he stated further. During
the evening, brought the spectators to
Announcement of the twelfth annual
jeet;
class, it is scarcely fair of those who
series of six college texts that begin very spirited and the audience became the School of Music, will appear in a the dress rehearsal, specialty numbers
very enthusiastic during the course of
<an go to the Library whenever they Annie Lewis Joyce Memorial prize
piano recital featuring favorite mas- chosen from the acts will be broadKenneth Carpenter stepped onto the with Survey of College Mathematics
wish to take books out aod keep them, contest was made yesterday by H. G. heavyweight throne left vacant by and finish with Calculus. Dr. A. S. the debate.”
ters on Sunday afternoon at 4 .o'clock cast at various intervals over the local
unread, for long periods of time, so Merriam, chairman of the Department John McKay after winning a haymaker Merrill, of the Department of Mathe Of the first seven engagements, Kel in Main hall auditorium. One of the radio station, and each group will have
flat those who have only limited hours of English. The proceeds of the Joyce affair from Ellsworth Amundsen. A matics, collaborated with Dr. Lennes leher and Alexander have won five, attractions on the program will be its picture taken at the conclusion of
for Btudy must pass up their only endowment fund of $200 are bestowed swinging right hand laid Amundsen on Trigonometry and Analytical Ge lost one and one was non-decision. a composition by Lowndes Maury, for its practice.
The result of last night’s contest is
opportunity to do their reading be in the form of a medal or otherwise, low in the second round for the count ometry in the series.
Judges Are Announced
mer State University student The
Among publishers for Lennes' books not yet known here.
a t the option of the winner, upon the of eight. A straight left which
muse the book is not available.
The judges selected for the Varsity
recital is open to the public and there
Kelleher
and
Alexander
will
return
w riter of the best short story entered straightened up the North Pole ex are MacMillan’s, Allyn and Bacon,
Vodvil finals are: first show, Margaret
is no admission charge.
to Missoula Sunday afternoon.
ARSITY VODVIL is not such a in the contest
“Banjo Picker,” by John Powell, Ronan, instructor in Missoula County
plorer’s namesake, accounted for most Harper Brothers, John Wylie and
Sons, and John Laidlow. Dr. Lennes
The
Frontier
is
this
year
offering
high school; William Angus, assistant
noted
pianist
and
composer,
who
ap
of
the
damage.
V little thing, but we have only a
has a bibliography of 95 books and ATKINSON ANI) O’BRIEN
two additional prizes for the second
peared before Missoula audiences in professor of English a t the State Uni
Title Holder Dethroned
}itftle to say about it. Those who have
eviews
to
his
credit
and
is
working
ARE
HEARD
BY
PSI
CHI
and third best entries. These prizes
person, will be given by Mr. Crowder. versity, and E. L. Freeman, professor
Swift little punches which flung
seen it before know it’s good. Those
are a copy of “Black Cherries,” by Francis (Zeh) Malone’s head, carried on additional ones.
Compositions by Schumann, Chopin of English a t the State University.
who have never seen it have some
Grace Stone Coates, for the second Noral Whittinghill to the top of the
Speakers at the monthly meeting and Beethoven furnish the high points Those chosen to judge the acts during
thing to which to look forward. Those
the second show are: C. A. Dool, local
WILL CONDUCT SERVICES
prize, and “Western Prose and Poetry," featherweight throne. Malone, punch
of Psi Chi Wednesday night" were of the program which follows:
who don’t see it this time will prob
merchant; Mary Harris, dramatics in
edited
by
Rufus
A.
Coleman,
for
the
ing
viciously
for
the
entire
route—an
John O’Brien, Butte, and Prof. E. A.
ably he sorry,
Filipino students will be in charge Atkinson. O’Brien’s talk, entitled, Two Intermezzi
..Schumann structor at Missoula County high
extra round was required—went down
third prize.
..Schumann school, and Mrs. G. A. Ketcham, wife
As many as three short stories may from the throne in a courageous stand of the evening services at the Meth “The Correlation of Personality Romance ...........
ITTLE interest is shown in what
of the principal of Missoula County
be entered by one contestant. Three against a foe whose punching and de odist church Sunday evening. The Tests,” dealt primarily with the re
college students think, and much typewritten copies of each manuscript fense were above par. Whittinghill was program will start at 7:30 o’clock and
high school. The two trophy cups, of
Sonata,
Opus
31,
No.
I
l
l
.....Beethoven
liability of the Cologate personal in
fered as prizes for the best men’s and
less in what they say. “Immature” is are to be left with the chairman of cool and set about from the first round ill consist of evening worship and ventory test.
a. Allegro
Professor Atkinson
women’s acts, are now in display at
the adjective by which it is designated, the Department of English, on or Be to cut down the resistance of the a musical progrjftn.
b.
Scherzo
discussed his impressions of Stanford
the Kohn Jewelry company. They are
au'-l it is left at th a t Which is some fore April 20. Each manuscript must champion.
c.
Menuetto
university, its campus and school or
22 inches high and rest on black ebony
d. Presto con fuoco
thing we resent although we realize bear an assumed name, the writer s
Walfrid Fallman donned the purple
Hildegarde Steger, ’25, has been ganizations. He also explained in de
bases.
III
that this Older Generation id right. eai name being enclosed in an ac worn last year by Cale Crowley in a teaching school in the Philippine tail some of the psychological research
Each group enterting the Varsity
Etudes,
Opus
25,
Nos.
I,*
II,
III
and
There are two classes of things upon companying envelope which Is also wild-swishing righ hand tiff which Islands for the past two years.
problems being carried on there.
and X I I ......................
Chopin Vodvil finals is allotted $25 for the
tWhlch a college student might have labelled with the assumed name. The gave him the nod over Corliss Little
presentation
of its act and the two
Berceuse
.......
Chopin
in
an
extra
round.
Fallman
displayed
ideas—campus problems which affect judges of the contest will he short
Polonaise in A .......... .................Chopin winning acts receive an additional $25.
u directly, and national and inter story writers or instructors. The per a hone-crunching left hand which al
“The 175 students who are taking part
IV
ways was followed by a swooping
national affairs which affect him sonnel will he announced later.
Arkansas Traveler ........................ Guion in the various acts are all doing their
rather indirectly; But aside from bull
In 1927, Dorothy Johnson Peterkln right. The victory brought Fallman
Banjo P ic k er......................John Powell best to make this year’s Varsity Vodvil
sessions, where nine students out of won the Joyce award, with her story, the middleweight title.
Ragam uffin..............
Ireland the best yet and if we secure the co
Bob Prendergast who was scheduled
!1 will take a positive side on what- One Came Back.” Alice Hancock
No Trophies Will Be Awarded to Winners; Competition to Be Between Impromptu ...........Lowndes Maury, Jr. operation of the remainder of the stu
fyer is being discussed, and merely was the winner in 1928, with a short to meet Billie Vceder, was declared to
Various
Organizations
on
Campus
This
is
the
third
year
that
Mr. dent body and of the townspeople, the
have
retained
his
bantamweight
title
argue around in circles, the vox dis- story, “Dark Miracle." In 1929, Merle
Crowder has offered a program of his show will undoubtedly be a success,”
cipulf is ordinarily stilled and refuses Haines, with a short story, “Potatoes,” when Veeder was forced to withdraw
t Continued on Paso Four)
own
on
the
campus.
He
came
to
the Jack Toole, manager, said today.
Possible rebirth of interfraternity sports competition on the State
be awakened. All of which leads to received the award. Raymond Enyart,
the eternal question—“Why ?’’.
University campus was discussed at the regular meeting of Interfra State University as an instructor of
with his story, “Strange Burdens,” and
music four years ago after acting in
Cornelia Klittke, with “August Wind
ternity council at the Kappa Sigma house Wednesday night. Dis
the capacity of head of the Depart
I TNDER consideration now is the storm,” were winners of the last two
cussion of changing the present system of rushing, plans for the alumni ment of Piano and Theory in Manch
Vr reorganization of interfraternity contests. All of these writings can
-eiinion ami other business furnished^1------ ;— —-------■
~
~
revived to suit present conditions, college. Mr. Crowder obtained his
one of the busiest sessions ot the year
athletics. One of the great ballyhoos be found in the back files of the
said Robert Hendon, Lewistown, who B.A. degree at the University of Rich
.. cr the existence of athletics in Amerl- Frontier.
Seven Sets Will Be Required? Staff for the council,
was named as chairman of the com mond in 1925. After that he spent Anne Platt and Helen Groff Will
Interfraternity sports may be re mittee to investigate means of reviv three years of private study in Vienna,
Colleges today is its universality;
For Production Is Chosen
Assist In Exhibition
. benefit to the large group rather
vived on the State University campus ing interfraternity sports. Harold Austria.
if the committee appointed favors reg Dean, Plains; Owen Loftsgaanlen, Big
,
a very small one. This is a falAnne
Platt,
associate professor of
The Masquers’ production staff for
ular minor sports competition between
“ Cy unless there is a strong organizahome economics, will leave Monday
“The Hairy Ape” started work last fraternities in baseball, tennis, track, Timber, and Hubert Simmons, Rea
en of intra-mural athletics. There is
Lodge, also were appointed on the
#
.morning for St. Ignatius where she
ro ably no better way to organize it
Notices of entrance into the second week and will construct seven dif golf, water sports and horse shoes.
committee. This group will meet with
C oiTX TY lB Y C lC tl G rO IX p ! will attend the annual Winter Fair of
an through fraternities, and if this period are being sent out this week ferent sets for the play, which is to
Abolished in 1922
Harry Adams, director of physical
the Flathead Indians. Monday after
1 0n *belr part is successful, it and by next Monday approximately be presented in the Little Theater
Members of Alpha Kappa Psi are noon, Miss P latt will give a talk on
Interfraternity sports competition education, in the near future and will
M hhdoubteflly I fle a worthwhile one hundred and twenty-five will have
work out a -plan of competition and looking forward to a visit this month the “Food Problems of the Family.”
was
abolished
In
1928
because
of
dis
activity.
April 7.
from J. D. Sparks, grand secretary
Helen Groff, business director of
been sent to students this quaiter.
Three of the scenes to be designed agreements arising between fraterni organization.
This meeting concluded the coun and treasurer of the national com North hall, will leave Tuesday morn
About fifteen of these were sent out are on board a tramp steamer and ties on the m atter of trophies and
mercial
fraternity,
who
also
holds
the
ing
for the fair where she will assist
cil’s
work
for
the
winter
quarter
and
student g iv e s r e c it a l
several weeks ago.
necessitate the constructing of a fore other awards. If the Interfraternity
These statements of eligibility are castle, stokehole and a top deck. The sports competition Is revived no it will not meet again until spring same office in the Interfraternity Miss Platt in judging foods and home
quarter unless convened for a special Council of Professional Fraternities. products of the Indians.
Cornelia Clack qf Havre, who al- sent-to all students who have earned other scenes are laid in New York awards or trophies will be given the
Plans were made concerning his
Tuesday afternoon Miss Platt will
at least 96 credits. They ■■ecord the City and require an I. W. W. meeting winning teams, the purpose of the purpose.
11 ed the State University last year
visit at the regular meeting held last speak on “Home Canning and Food
date of entrance into the second period, hall, a jail, a zoo and a Kifth avenue sports being merely for the fun of
P a major in the School of Music,
Tuesday in Craig hall. Another mat Preservation,” and Miss Groff will give
KAPPA PSI INITIATES
competing with one another and the
the number of credits and grade poURs
diving a piano recital a t Havre,
scene,
ter that was discussed was the initia a demonstration of the proper utensils
Students who have been chosen so chances it offers many students to take
8 * r°b 14- The proceeds from it will the student had a t that time, 0
Kappa Psi, men’s professional phar tion which will be March 22. The and methods used in preservation of
her of credits he will have on entrance far for the production staff a re : Stage part In athletics, who otherwise would
(fl v 48 u®emVT°yHi6nt fund. Miss into the second period, the numbei
macy fraternity, held initiation cere members of the fraternity are experi food.
manager, Earl Welton, Townsend; not have the opportunity.
fsturn here spring quarter
monies Wednesday night for William encing good luck buying and selling
Committee in Charge
of grade points he is deficient, if any, property manager, Ramona Noll, Mis
0 resume her studies.
their mock stocks due to the rising
Bernice O'Rourke was in the North
"Indications are th at much interest Curdy, Livingston, and Thomas
and a record of incompletes and con soula; lighting, Richard Shaw, Mism arket
hall infirmary last week.
will be taken In tnterfraternlty sports Honnald, Kalispell,
ditions on the student’s record a t th
soula.
°reS ®tee*e> Bflflur, has been in
time of entrance.
&
utrick’s hospital the past week.

Sixteen campus championships were decided in the M club tourna
ment last night in the men s gymnasium before about three hundred
and fifty spectators. Fighters flung fists; wrestlers twisted each other,
- ODAY we feel inclined to write toils and sabers flashed and clashed in a spectacular display of skill,
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Lennes’ Book Sale
Shows Big Increase

Joyce P rize
Is Announced
By Merriam

John Crowder
Will Present
Piano Recital

I

Revival of Interfraternity Sports
Is Discussed by Council Members

Next Play's Staging
W ill Be Elaborate

Students Receive
Eligibility Notices

Faculty Members
Attend Indian Fair

Officer Will Visit
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D ebaters R eturn
From State Trip
W ith O ne Victory

Society
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, March 4

.

Alpha Xi D elta............................................................. Installation Formal
Delta Delta D elta.........................................................
Phi Delta T h e ta .................... ...........................................Installation Ball
Sigma C h i............................................................................. Dinner Dance
Z e ta C h i.........................................................................................Informal
Saturday, March 5
Varsity V odvil...........................................................Fox-Wilma Theater

-..-BUSINESS MANAGER

Have you noticed— any of our more popular co-eds tearing their
REQUIE8CAT
A sleep benumbed fellow unlimbered hair and trying to decide between the Sigma Chi dinner dance and
Basketball suits have been laid away in mothballs for another year;
To g^opeToand fro for the light;
followers ot the cinder circle will not ma'ke their appearance untij He swore as lie sleepily doused the
warm weather is more of a surety; the big tormals of the winter
alarm
quarter have come and gone. Final exams are a week! To hit tlle llay early tllat nigllt
It seemed like a year since he’d had
“The Play’s
in the oiling, too iar away to bring the last-minute
The Thing” scare to the campus population, in the meantime|Hig , ^ ’' 2 heavy an(I sore.
Varsity Vodvil, having bided its time, steps into the! He’d have given his soul
limelight to occupy the attention ot students and townsfolk. Months And the rest of his roll
ot hard work, diligent practices and midnight rehearsals have been To sleep about five minutes more.
given by the participants that the rest of us may be entertained in He suspected that girls had some
thing to do
a manner royale tor two hours tomorrow night.
lhose of us who have witnessed past Vodvils know their merit and With his wretched condition of late,
And decided that, once and for all,
their general excellence. Several acts of the last two years which
he was through;
easily are called to mind have been worthy ot professionalism in their Today they were getting the gate.
originality and presentation. With nearly twenty groups competing in They’d caused mankind trouble since
Adam and Eve
preliminary tryouts, the spectator is assured ot an entertaining pro
Had staged their sensational fall
gram which the seven survivors will present.
But his problem was solved
With keener competition and a livelier interest shown in the pro Since he’d firmly resolved
duction with each passing year, the present show is no exception. That, at last, he was through with
them all.
Groups entered have worked hard, each one determined to gain pos
session ot one of the trophies. Those who attend, besides showing His problems had faded so quickly
appreciation for the work ot the entrants, are assured of a fine show.
away
That he felt on the up and up then,
So, let’s gol

the Phi Delta Theta installation ball?
That the spring clothes which were so much in evidence last week
have been forced to remain on coat hangers until spring is really here
or we suffer another false alarm?
The growing popularity among the female fag fiends for Camel
cigarettes? (Other peoples)
The ever-increasing need of haircuts for men, particularly those in
tuxes?
How divinely full the social calendar for spring is ?
Anything wrong with this?

.Sigma Kappa Reception
One of the most outstanding social
events of the week tooK place Mon
III Trials, Tribulations, Tributes
day evening at the Sigma Kappa house
Beset Those Who Are Envious
where a reception was given in honor
III Of the News Gatherers
of Mrs. Bertha W. Stutz, national in
spector of Sigma Kappa. The recep } “Oh, for the life of a newspaper
tion began at 8:30 o’clock. Those in reporter!” Or, “Why didn't I take
the receiving line were Katherine Coe, journalism when I w ent to college so
Mrs. Bertha Stutz, Mrs. J. Wilson that now I could enter the newspaper
Moore, Dean H arriet R. Sedman, Helen profession?" All these and many more
Groff and Mrs. E. Herbert. Mrs. can be heard nearly every day from
Charles Coe of Dixon and Mrs. Irvin many news readers who love to read
Cook assisted in the dining room
the “sensations" th at occur over night.
The house was beautifully decorated The reporter is always the one that
But found himself forced once or twice
with red and white flowers, freslas
gets
the real "thrill” because he is
through the day
sweetpeas, tulips and narcissi. Long
always a t the “scene of m urder” or
With the latest victory for State University debate teams still To take his vows over again.
white tapers lighted the dining room.
“warm,” the place forensic activities deserve upon this campus will Till some- golden-haired vision with During the evening about one hundred has the "inside dope”. He is the one
that gets to "roam about town” with
eyes of deep blue
no longer be ignored. It's not a question of giving it attention— that
and twenty-five guests were present
out a “care in the world”. He is the
part is past— it’s a case of recognizing the work. Believing Suddenly hove into sight;
and musical numbers were presented
one that is always admitted to the
He sighted romance
by Felicia McLemore, Mary Castles
Let’s
in the old saw of giving credit where credit is due, we rec- In her long, sideways glance,
"real big events” and has a speaking
and Mary Jean McLaughlin.
Debate ommend the campus to hastily readjust its mental attitude So die dated her up for the night.
acquaintance with all the “big shots”
of indifference toward debate and apprehend exactly what The same sleepy fellow unlimbered
He is< the one whom writers make
North Hall
heroes in their “adventurous stories”
this obscure, little-known work and those it concerns, have now accom
one arm
plished. Appealing actively to a handful of the total student enrollment, To grope -to and fro for the light; Kitty Quigley was Margaret J. John He is the one who “startles the police’
its unpopularity as an extra-curricular activity for undergraduates is He swore as he sleepily doused the son's guest at dinner Wednesday night. by capturing some “dangerous crim 
Frances Walker and Flora Horsky inal”. Aren’t these the things that
alarm
due to several reasons. Perhaps the one that is most apparent is the
were dinner guests of Esther Strauss make a reporter’s life one to be en-’
large amount of hard work and research effort that is necessary to To hit the hay early that night.
Wednesday.
vied? He is the one th at “knows
It seemed like a year since he’d had
prepare the material to be presented. Later the oratonal presentation
Ann McLanalian had Jane Freund everybody" and “everybody knows
any sleep,
of Butte, graduate of the State Uni him". He is the one whom gangsters
must be considered, which is on a par in importance" with the first, His eyelids were heavy and sore;
versity in the class of 1929, as her will try to “put on the spot” because
since the audience is now frequently accorded the privilege and oppor He’d have given his soul
he brought to light some “shady deal”.
guest
at Wednesday night dinner.
tunity of passing judgment.
And the rest of his roll
Betty Lemmon was Sarah Lou
s the one that has to risk his
Montana’s State University has many things peculiar among institu To sleep about five minutes more.
Cooney’s guest at dinner Wednesday life in hoping to “gather news” that
tions, and while it possesses the debating teams that it does, we not
night.
will interest the public. He is the one
only should be proud of them but we should let others know of that There’s only one time we can think Elizabeth Brown was Helen Bate that does not know when a “story
of, children, when our folks really get man’s dinner guest Wednesday.
rightful pride.
breaks” and has to wait up late at
the breaks; that’s when we have our
Mrs. James Manley and Mrs. F. night waiting patiently for it. He is
pictures taken.
Thomas of Glendive were luncheon the one that has to work for his news
There are few things that we can call really our own. In this age
guests of Frances Manley Wednesday. paper twenty-four hours a day because
of liberality, freedom sometimes becomes largely a matter of giving If we look like we’d like to look, Myrtle Lien had Vivian Bower a 3 he does hot know when important
others an opportunity to make free with what is not rightly theirs. we give ma and pa the credit, but if her guest at lunch Monday.
events are happening. He is the one
we look natural, we blame the photo
Ada Wood’s father and mother, Mr. that is continually looked down upon
If there is one thing that should be held inviolate, the grapher.
and Mrs. B. F. Wood of Stevensville, because he doesn’t know how “to act
The
campus intellectuals, at least, will agree that no one should
and sister, Mrs. Wayne Elerding, vis like a gentleman”.
Creative trample on their right to determine the future of their If photographers could only sneak ited her Wednesday.
Impulse
brain-children. If a literary creation should have that spark up on us when we weren’t looking, Mrs. James Manley of Glendive He is the one th at is always being
of animation that merits a career in print, it should be the some really good pictures would prob visited her daughter, Frances, Tues rushed on everything he does. He is
the one who never becomes known to
writer s privilege to publish it without a necessity for jealous guarding. ably be the result, but when we know day and Wednesday of this week. She the public; when he writes a good
Plagiarism, in any form, brings no credit to the purloiner, particularly we’re having a copy made of our fea was accompanied by Mrs. F. Thomas, article, the credit always goes to “his
tures, it is imperative that we screw also of Glendive.
if he is a student. He might be forgiven for picking up an idea to them up into a mess. Haven’t you
newspaper". He is the one that, when
Mils. Ruth Wallace Stutz, instructor
he is right no one ever thinks any
serve as stimulus for further thought on a subject which interests him. caught yourself doing it, children?
in the commercial department a t Ore
thing about it, and if he is wrong
The original author might himself find something of interest and value
gon State college and national repre
everyone
has his mistake on their lips
in the result, if it were known to him. Usually, however, one who is We have only a few things about sentative for Sigma Kappa sorority, is
for weeks. He is the one th at alway
too indolent to think for himself is also too lazy to develop another’s our faces that we can change very staying at North hall while on official has his “nose in other people’s private
ideas. He goes as far as possible in order to “get by” in a course much, but when we face a camera, duty in the interests of Sigma Kappa affairs” and he is the one to whom
here.
we get as radical as we can about
without working.
people "slam the doors in his face”
it, then cuss the photographer.
when they discover that he is “nothing
There are those who go too far— lifting whole paragraphs or copy
Sigma Nu Ball
ing verbatim from a published article. Many a theme has gone the We really are peculiar, children, in Sigma Nu entertained a t a very but a newspaper reporter”. He is the
one that gets blamed when he does
rounds of the campus from one professor’s desk to another, changin g addition to just looking that way,
effective Artists’ ball Friday evening. not write up a social affair that must
authorship each quarter. Occasionally some such paper or bit of poetry
Oil paintings by C. H. Riedell and “flatter the hostess”. He is the one
is published and gives, its counterfeit author more publicity than he Remember which one of the Tuesday Irvin Shope added to the decorations. that must—!! I—what was it I was
columns
you
like
best,
children,
so
Chaperons for the occasion were Mr. saying about a reporter’s life being
desires.
th at you may assist in picking out and Mrs. C. II. Riedell and Mr. and
Luckily, campus plagiarism is in its infancy, and students do not Unk’s successor. You needn’t try to Mrs. J. H. Ramskill. Phil Sheridan one to be ENVIED?
go berserk so easily as the litterateur, Theodore Dreiser, who struck remember the Friday columns.
and his orchestra furnished music for
Sinclair Lewis for his wife’s alleged novelistic purloining.
approximately sixty-five couples.

Women of Faculty
Are Dinner Guests
Anne P latt and Lncia B. Mirrielees
Act As Joint Hostesses
Faculty women of the State Univer
sity were entertained at a horoscope
dinner Tuesday evening in Corbin hall
by Anne Platt, associate professor in
the Department of Home Economics,
and Lucia B. Mirrielees, professor in
the Department of English.
Everything throughout the evening
pertained in some way to the signs
of the heavenly bodies. Tables were
arranged in triangles and decorated
with signs of the zodiac. Each place
card held a sign under which the
owner was born. Pasted on the backs
of the place cards were signs clipped
from the horoscope of that day. For
each sign of the zodiac some three or
four printed pages from a horoscope
book were taken describing the dis
position and character of the person
born on that day and what the future
held for her.
Mrs. Charles H. Clapp gave a short
appropriate talk. Afterwards each

KAIMIN EDITOR WELL HELP

Press Club Hears
Speech by Doherty

A Reporter’s Life

Notices

Corbin Hall
JUDGE EDITING CONTEST
Ruth Harris was the guest of Annie
There will be a meeting of Phi
Evans at dinner Wednesday night.
Sigma in the Natural Science build
Mrs.
Fletcher
of
Superior
is
visiting
ing next Tuesday evening a t 7:30
The Montana Kaimin has been re
her daughter, Blanche, a few days o'clock.
quested to act as one of three judges Editor Talks Before Group a t Final
this week.
Meeting of Quarter
in an ihterclass news-writing and edit
International club meeting will be
ing coritest sponsored by the James
Florence Harrington, Gertrude War held tonight a t 7:30 o’clock at 616
The last meeting of the Press club
town Collegian, student publication of
Eddy
avenue.
den,
Marian
O’Leary,
Florence
Steinfor the winter quarter was held in the
Jamestown college, Jamestown, N. D., Journalism building at 7:30 o’clock brenner, Phoebe Patterson, and Jam
Faculty volleyball practice will be
in a letter received by Thomas E. Wednesday evening. C. J. Doherty, reund, Butte, were dinner guests of
held at the women's gymnasium Mon
editor of the Missoula County Times, Kappa Alpha Theta Thursday.
Mooney, Kaimin editor, last week.
Mrs. Bertha Stutz, visiting national day night at 7:30 o'clock.
discussed
"Breaks
in
the
Weekly
Four issues of the paper will be
nspectov of Sigma Kappa, was entersent to each ot the three judges. Field,” a subject never before pre
ained by the Missoula alumni group MONICA h. SWEARINGEN
Mooney has written Kenneth W. Olson, sented to members of the club.
last Tuesda
on a dinner
He
stated
that
in
Ills
opinion,
the
managing editor of the Collegian, sig
given at the Florenc hotel in
nifying his willingness to act as a field of the weekly newspaper offered her honor.
judge in the contest and asking further a promising opportunity for the young
Faculty membe
held a meeting lanagement class under the super
details. The papers will be sent to man willing to work hard a t least part
of the time. After pointing ont sev last Wednesday night at the Zeta Chi ision of Mrs. M. B. Swearingen, as
the judges some time in March.
house.
eral reasons why he favored the week
sociate prolessor of home economics
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Deiss were isiled St. Patrick’s hospital. The stu
ly paper in preference to the daily,
person revealed tbe horoscope reading he related a number of the “breaks" dinner guests at the Kappa Sigma
dents viewed the main kitchen, storage
on her place card. Every quarter he had experienced as an editor and house Thursday evening.
ooms In which they were shown the
faculty women give a dinner of this publisher of rural papers.
The Alpha Chi Omega Mothers’ dub large quantities of canned fruit which
kind. Twenty-five persons were pres
was entertained Tuesday at a covered is put up by the hospital every year,
Tom Coleman, sophomore, and Wil
ent at this one. Helen Gleason, pro
luncheon held at the chapter house.
and the new diet kitchen which now
liam Dwyer, freshman, retiring mem
fessor in the Department of Home
Dorothy Jeffrey was a dinner guest supplies the entire institution with
bers of the board of editors of the
Economics, and Esther Larson, assist
Thursday at the Kappa Delta house.
food. The operating rooms and equip
Shack Splinter, were replaced by
ant professor In the Department ot
ment were inspected as was the home
Stanley Hill, Sand Coulee, and Allan
Botany, are to be the hostesses at next
Marion Cline, ’31, who is now teach for the nurses. The class was taken
Cowperthwaite, Butte, In an election
quarter's dinner.
ing at Belgrade, visited here over the through the new clinic and also ,was
by members of the club.
1week-end.
shown the heating plant.

GambleandD<once

Shades of Monte Carlo
the roulette wheel, rattling 6 ^ ° *
chips and baccarat—all of th '
Speakers Lose to School of Minos feature the independent d a n ^ t ?
And Defeat State College
women’s gymnasium March i2 ,e
each person is admitted to
Forensic Team

iS

ha<Wlli , T elve a eertafn
W ith one decision for centralized chips with which to “gamble.. ‘ 01
various
tables will be located 4 . ? ,
control and one against, Harvey
Thirloway, Butte, and Mac Carnine sides and ends of the halV<mt 0 ^
Missoula, returned to the State Uni way of the dancers. Dance™> 2
versity Wednesday from a debate tour a change of amusement may
any of the games as long as I f
to Bozeman and Butte.
chips last.
^ M
Monday night the debaters won £
The dance is of the m W type m
two-to-one decision over a State Col
lege team composed of Armin Hill of Is open to all students on the cam™.
Drummond and Ben B. Law, Jr., of Ticket prices are 35 cents for L ,
Bozeman. The State University team person who does not have a seasm
had the negative side of the question: ticket.
Resolved, that Congress should enact
legislation providing for centralized
Boone Rossiter, ’30, is teaebtas
control of industry (constitutionality school at S t Maries, Idaho, since the
waived).
completion of a course in a secretarial
Tuesday night, in Butte, Thirloway school in Seattle last January.
and Carnine lost a two-to-one decision
■to the School of Mines team. The same
question was used, the State Univer
sity team again arguing the negative
SERVED EACH EVENING
side of centralized control. Thirloway
from 0:00 to 7i80
was a member of last year’s freshman
squad but this was Carnine's first ex
perience in college debate.
(Across from Ht-School)
Monday m orning Clara Mabel Foot
of Helena and Berenice Larson of j
Missoula will leave on a tour th a t will I
take them to three state institutions.
Mary Moore
Maiy Moore
Monday night they will m eet a fresh
man team at the State Normal College
at’ Dillon, Tuesday night they will be
in Butte debating a co-ed team from
the School of Mines and Wednesday
night they will meet the strong Inter
mountain Union college team in Hel
ena. They will argue the negative side
(as the D. G. ’s say it)
of the centralized control question in
all three engagements. Both girls are
th at prints are good.
freshmen.

Plate Lunch, 40c

The Sandwich Shop

It Is
‘Easely Scene’

John W. McCarthy, ex-’33, Des
Moines, Iowa, who attended the State
University for two years, has enlisted
in the arm y and is stationed a t F ort
Mills, Philippine Islands. McCarthy
intends to enter the air service.

Bolero jacket dresses with
print waists, skirt and
bolero jacket of solid col
or. They are of silk, of
course, In just the colors
you will w ant

Professional
Directory

And then there are the
entire print silk dresses.

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 1097

They have long or short
sleeves, the waists are

DR J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

creeping np on you.

12.75 - 1 9 . 7 5 -

29.75

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of *21

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

They will be "Easely Scene” at
Varsity Vodvil tomorrow.

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
805 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

o jh m

e c te

CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

Visit the

Penslar One-Cent Sale
60c Pound Paper.
.2 for 61c
20c Envelopes to match.........................2 for 2 1c
Creams, Powders, Lotions, Buy one at the regular price and
another article of the same kind for 1 cent

Harkness Drug Store
Corner Pine and Higgins

Phone 3831

F O X -W IL M A

FOX-RIALTO

LAST TIMES TODAY!

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

“Around t h e World “Men of Chance”
— With —
i n 80 Minutes”
MARY ASTOR
— With —

Douglas Fairbanks
AND ON THE SAME BULL

STAN LAUREL
OLIVER HARDY
— In —

“Beau Hunks”
A Four-Reel Special Comedy

RICARDO CORTEZ
.
JOHN HALLIDAY

STARTING SATURDAY!

William Powell “High Pressure”
— W ith— |
EVELYN BRENT
geobge

s n a re *

THE

Participants

In Hay Day
Arrive Here
Ten Women Athletes Come Today
From Bozeman to Compete
With W. A. A. Stars

F o re ste rs M eet
W ith Co-ed Group
F or Social H our
Club Selects N e tt Years’ Officers
To Be Voted Upon At Meeting
Next Quarter

MONTANA

Page Three

KAIMI N

Brassil Fitzgerald, professor in the
department of English, has been con
fined to his home with influenza this
week. Henry Larom and Leon Fitz
Two tennis tournaments will be gerald have been, conducting his
held near the end of the spring quar classes in his absence.
ter. The first will be between mem
bers of the beginning and more ad
vanced classes In women’s tennis,
while the second will be a mixed sin
gles and doubles tournament between-j
men and women players.
John Lewis, Billings, state Intercol
legiate tennis champion and former
state amateur champion, will instruct
the two tennis classes to be offered You may have your choice of let
tering. No plate is required.
in the spring.

Senior Team Wins J. Lewis Will Give
State University Meets
Lessons in Tennis
B a s k e tb a ll T itle
Bobcats in Annual Minor
In W omen’s League
Sports Meet Tomorrow

Grizzlies Will Send Team of from 20 to 22 Swimmers, Wrestlers and
Boxers to Bozeman to Compete in Carnival; Results
Forestry and Home Economies clubs
Of Last Year’s Contest Showed Tie in Points
held a joint meeting in the library

Fourtb-year Students Win All Games
Played During Season
With No Losses

100 Calling Cards
$ 1 .3 5

The women’s basketball season
closed Tuesday night with the Senior
of the School of Forestry Wednesday
team still undefeated. That night
Between 20 and 22 men will represent the State University at the the team downed the Sophomores with
night. The women’s club, composed
of about forty members, served the minor sports meet with Montana State College at Bozeman tomorrow
final score of 26 to 16. Ruth Leib,
luncheon during the social hour.
night. This will be the third annual minor sports meet between the Missoula, led the Senior scorers with
The Forestry club held a business two schools. Boxing, inaugurated for the first time last year, again 16 points. Elizabeth Perham, Butte,
Women wishing instruction in the
session prior to the meeting. Nomina will be part of the evening card.®----------------------------------------—--------- was runner-up with 10 points. Ada sport may take tennis on Mondays,
tion of officers for the following year W restlers also will tangle in the eve-1
Wood, Stevensvllle, helped the Sopho Wednesdays and Fridays for credit in
were made. Those selected are: pres ning, the swimming meet being held
mores by piling up seven counters and women’s physical education. One class
ident, Larry Neff and Chandler Jen in the afternoon, according to present
Sara Miles, Helena, followed with five will be at 11 o’clock, while the other
sen; vice president, Ed Dobrinz and plans. The meet last year resulted
points.
class will come at a time when most
Our unofficial figures show the folBob Holgren; secretary, Joe Wagner; in a tie based on total points. State
The Nameless Wonders again de of the girls wishing to take tennis
lowing
on
points
for
Grizzly
team
treasurer, Mark Lawrence and Lloyd University boxers took all the bouts
feated the Sophomore second team by are able to arrange for it. One of
Bernhardt.
bile the majority of wrestling members for the season:
score of 17 to 8. Gertrude Warden, the classes will be for beginners, while
Field Free Tot’l
Nominations for officers were held matches went to the Bobcats. The
Great Falls, led the Wonders by con- the other will be for more advanced
168
........
66
26
Andrews
_______
early this year due to the fact that State College swimmers also took an
ibuting 13 counters.
Adelaide players.
Lyman ........... . .. ....... 48 35 131
many of the men plan to go on the edge in the swimming m eet
Olinger, Great Falls, made four points,
....... 40 27 107
field trip during the middle of the
Ruth Riedell, Missoula, was the high FRATERNITY SPONSORS
Grizzly Boxers
49
Erickson ............. . ....... 19 11
spring quarter. Elections will be held
scorer for the Sophomore team with
Boxers who will attend the meet
ONE-ACT PLAY CONTEST
46
a t the first meeting of the Forestry are Billy Veeder, Missoula, feather Jones .................... ....... 16 14
tour points, and Margaret McKay,
38
Lockwood ....... . ........ 12 14
club in the spring term.
Missoula,
and
Pansie
Shaw,
Mosby,
H. G. Merriam, head of the Depart
weight; Noral Whittinghili, Helena,
34
........ 16
2
Stan Larson, president of the Druids, bantamweight; Scotty Stratton, Aug Dahlberg ..............
tied for runner-up with two counters ment of English, has received an an
2
26
Steensland _____ ........ 12
gave a report on the Foresters' Ball usta, lightweight; Dick Jones, Clioteau,
each.
nouncement of a play writing contest,
4
26
Fitzgerald ...... ...... ........ 11'
regarding labor and man hours put in junior welterweight, and Ellsworth
sponsored by Zeta Phi Eta, a national
Others included totals as follows :■ The Junior team went down to de
by students of the school. Larson kept Amundsen, Opheim, who will fight in
honorary speech arts fraternity. Prizes
Fox, 14; Murray, 6; Hinrnan, 2, and feat at the hands of the Freshman
an accurate check on the men and the heavyweight division. Due to the
are offered for the best original oneby
a
score
of
44
to
33.
Alice
Kenfield,
Thompson, 1.
after the clean-up Saturday morning, ineligibility of all known light heavy
Inverness, was leading scorer for the act plays contributed by any univer
— o—
the total hours tabulated were 2,309. weights and welterweights, these two
sity or college student before March
Freshmen
with
17
points.
Carol
Despite the handicap of having five
Figuring on the present wage scale divisions are still open.
Wells, Scottsville, N. Y„ came in sec- 1 15, 1932, the acting time of which Is
regular basketball team members sus
the labor tor the Ball would have cost
Wrestlers who will represent the pended because of ‘.‘sneak day” on ond with 12 counters. The Juniors I not more than 45 minutes. The prizes
$1,019.10. This figure plus the actual State University are Michell Sheridan,
were led by Mildred Renshaw, Mis- offered are $100, a silver cup and a
Washington’s birthday, the Billings
expense of the affair would bring the Butte, who will represent the Grizzlies
soula, who made 18 points. She was bronze medallion for the three winBroncs walked off with tournament
grand total to approximately eighteen for the third consecutive year in the
followed by Catherine Harrington with ning plays.
honors in their district meet. Two of
hundred dollars.
—------------------------125-pound class; Fred Benson, Ameri the men that played had not been on 13 points.
The women of the Home Economics can Falls, Ida., title holder of the 135Standings of the teams are:
I Icyle Rich, Lindsay, was in the
the floor since Christmas.
m
T
North hall infirmary last week.
club brought box lunches which were pound class; Clyde Banfield, Bozeman
Team
Won Lost
— o—
raffled off. The men acclaimed that state intercollegiate champion in the
Local dopesters say that Livingston S e n io r_____________
30
the meeting was the best joint party 145-pound class; Ted Cooney, Canyon will play Great Falls in the state tour Nameless Wonders ...--------- 2 0
of the season. There will be no more Ferry, who will wrestle in the 155- nament finals and th at the latter has Sophomore No. 1 __________ 2 1
Forestry club meetings this quarter pound weight; Bob . Myers, Missoula, the edge. What about Anaconda?
Freshman No. 2 ....... _...........
1 1
Mowing equipment and a tractor
entrant in the 165-pound division, and
—o—
Freshman No. 1 ----------- — 1 2
have been transferred to the State
Leonard Kuka, a heavyweight, who
It might be a good idea for fresh Sophomore No. 2 .................. 0
2
J ju m r m n q B ? r d
University golf course so that work
will try to fill Vidro’s shoes. Edward' man football coaches to keep an eye J u n io r............ ............... .... — 0 3
on the links can begin as soon as the
Markin, Great Falls, will wrestle at on Previs of Thompson Falls next
O U S E '
FULL FASHIONED HOSIERY
ground becomes dry. All 18 holes will
168 pounds in a special event
year. Basketball coaches too, for that
When you can buy
be worked on and made ready for stu
Swimming Team
[matter. He is six feet three inches in
S im o tb is li iii C ro a c n
silk hosiery possessing
dent golfers by the first of the spring
Swimmers who will paddle in the height and weighs about 195 pounds
su ch q u a lit y and
Bozeman pool are Bob Cooney, Can He was the most outstanding guard
quarter.
Ill Then Spring Is Ju st Around
style distinction as
Ib rich nou.ishing oils soothe
yon Ferry, state intercollegiate record in the western district tournaments,
Student tickets for-the spring quar
The Corner, Galvanometer At
H um m ing Bird at
ycor skin unci coax aw ay
holder in the 100-yard breast-stroke; according to reports.
ter will be $5. This money goes to
1 Department of Physics Shows
only $1.00 the pair,
Oliver Hoye, Chisholm, Minn., holder
help pay for the upkeep of the course
—o—
the wrinkles. It makes your
th e n t h a t ’s an
of the state collegiate record in the
As has been the custom in past years,
Washington didn’t wait around long
“Spring is just around the corner,”
complexion satin-soft, deli
achievem
entl Because
100-yard back-stroke; Bob King, Kal- after it got started on the way to the stated Dr. G. D. Shallenberger yester
golfing will be offered as a regular
cate in texture.
y o u k n o w e x a c t ly
ispell, who will race in the 40- and 100- top in the basketball race. It took 11 day, squinting into a nozzle-like de
physical education class for both men
what you are buying.
Smooth it in alter cleansing
and women.
Presbyterian Team Leads First yard free style distances; Harold straight, including a brace from the vice in the physics laboratory. The
JVo regrets, no doubts,
Barker, Poison, 220-yard free style; Cougars, who had been on top most instrument he was examining is a
y o jr skin, and let it clear
Week of Inter-chnrch
no misgivings, w hen
Robert Bell, Poison, swimming the of the season. The two wins earned galvanometer connected with a series
aw ay the roughTournament
you wear H um m ing
breast-stroke, and Charles O’Neil, it the chance to meet California in of thermocouples burled a t six-inch
[ - S L -fiw a ness and the faint,
Birds.
utility man for several races. Merl the play-off for the Pacific coast intervals to a depth of 90 Inches on
Inter-chnrch basketball got under
tired lines.
—The hose demanded
Crowley, Wallace, Ida., or Lee Ken-1 championship.
the west side of Craig hall.
way in the men’s gymnasium Tuesday nedy, Great Falls, will be the diving
O n an d o ff
b y A m e r ic a ’ s b est
__ _ 0___
“This apparatus,” explained Dr.
$7.50
night with the Presbyterian team de
dressed women—
$2.50
entrant
from
here.
Tracksters
Shallenberger,
“was
set
up
as
part
of
the ca m p u s
feating the Methodist quint, 20-17, and
$4.00
There is not much dope on the track an experiment to determine the rate |
the Newman club five walking over
$1 .00
and field men that has not been hashed of flow of heat into and out of the
the Congregational team, 27-13.
t h e P a ir
O n ly
over considerably. Too much attention ground. Incidentally it also shows
The game between the Presbyterian
has been given M club participants to us the amount of frost in the ground
and Methodist teams was close
consider anything so far removed as a t any given time.”
throughout the entire 40 minutes of
Dr. Shallenberger explained that last
the cinder chasers.
“The Busy Corner"
play with the lead changing several
—o—
Tuesday the frost extended to a depth
times during the game. The second
Many of them, however, have been >f 33 inches, the maximum for' the
game Tuesday evening between the
working out indoors during the cold vinler. Since then the frost-line has
Newman club and Congregational Dancing, Tumbling and Volleyball Are
easy f o r her
snap and will probably not be seen ■eceded—for the first time this season,
In Exhibition for
teams was more ragged. The Catholic
out-of-doors until after spring quarter now only reaching a depth of 28
who shops at
Quarter
team ’s lead was never threatened after
starts.
inches.
the first few minutes of play. Ernest
J - G - P e n n e y ’s!
—o—
A large crowd viewed the physical
Holmes, Missoula, was high scorer of
High jumpers are limbering up at MRS. ARNOLDSON EXHIBITS
education . demonstration presented
the second game with 10 points.
COLORED PICTURES TO CLUB
about three feet on the indoor bars;
Wednesday night the Presbyterian Tuesday night in the women’s gym
hurdlers are ’’walking” over the sticks
nasium under the Auspices of Delta
team
ran
its
winning
streak
to
two
. . . because we have the
rs. Louise Arnoldson, associate
at leg-stretching exercises; field men
things to cany her
games by defeating the Episcopalian Psi Kappa, women’s national honorary are practicing in the chalked circles
professor of French, exhibited colored
'round the dock in
quint, 17-15. George Roskie, Billings, physical education fraternity. Ap and doing stunts with the mediione pictures of Sweden, giving explanatory
smartness:
ja u n ty
of the w in n ers, was high score man proximately ninety women took part ball; pole vaultcrs are working on the notes before the As You Like It club,
sports clothes for cam
the exhibition.
with nine points.
pus wear, smart silk
bars, and the middle distance men and Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
The program was opened by Ruth
frocks f o r informal
After losing its first game the
sprinters are just stretching their legs the Natural Science building.
dress occasions, a n d
Rhoades,
Havre, and Gertrude Warden,
Methodist team came back in the sec
We want you to examine the fine
The pictures have been obtained by
and waiting until they can get out on
evening things that will
ond game Wednesday evening and de Great Falls, who gave a tap skit en the road again.
Mrs. Arnoldson in several trips to
assure popularity.
feated the Newman club five, 25-8. titled “Happy Feet." They were fol
tailoring on these suits, the hand
. . . because we have the
Sweden. They are part of an exten
Reinhold Wagner, Jordan, led in scor lowed by a group of 14 women in three
s m a r t accessories t o
sive collection which she has gathered.
needling
where it shows, the fine
complete the picture.
tap
numbers,
“Sambo,”
“Reuden,”
and
ing with seven points.
Best of a ll . . . because
“Yankee Doodle,”
League standings a re 1
our prices make
m Ice it so! ^
jj
oar
construction
of the suits, which
Fifteen minutes of tumbling by 14
Team '
Won Lost P et
1.000 women displayed considerable talent
Dependable Laundry Service
Presbyterian _
means perfect fit and easy drape,
.600 in that department. Pyramids In
Methodist ......
1 1 .500 which the entire group participated All Faculty Members and Wives Are
the long lasting lining that shines
Newman club _
Invited to Attend
« 1' .000 were interspersed with individual
Congregational
Dial 2302
like silk and feels like silk yet
.000
acrobatics
such
as
hand
stands,
head
Episcopalian ..
stands, somersaulting over a pyramid
|
Company, Inc.
|
“Faculty Budgets,” will be the dis
wears twice as long; we want you
of
women,
back
flips
and
other
feats.
Erm a Graves Schweitzer,
mission topic for an open meeting of
A Russian dance by nine women was
to notice the choice fabrics, the
the American Association of Univer
aham gH ym m oam oa teaching at Galata, Mont.
well given. A pirate dance, an Irish
sity Professors a t the Y. W. C. A
lilt, and an Hungarian dance followed.
’variety of colors and models, then
tonight, W. P. Clark, secretary of the
The very best, double ball-bearing,
Each of these was presented by three
organization, stated yesterday,
adjustlble so they will Dt any boy,
you will realize that the price is
women appropriately costumed
members of the faculty and their wives girl, or grown-up person. Extra
represent the country from which the
are invited to attend the dinner which strongly built. Without obligation
amazingly low, for it is only
dance came.
will begin promptly a t 6:30 o’clock, to buy, drop in and let us show
them to you and explain all the
H arri De Mers Rabbitt presented
Professor
A.
S.
Merrill
of
the
De
good
points
about
them.
-7
Acts
two Interpretative dances which were
7 Acti—
well given and were well received by partment of Mathematics, will be the
the audience. Mrs. Rabbitt was handi principal speaker. He will make
(Next door to Montana Power Co.)
sapped by the fact that she was forced report on a number of faculty budgets
180 E ast Broadway
to resort to a phonograph record for and expenditures in Missoula. Dean
R.
C.
Line
of
the
School
of
Business
We Appreciate Your Businessmusic, but the audience forgot this
Administration
will
talk
briefly
on
in the intensity of the dance. The
first number interpreted was "The study of budgets he has made of other
Hymn to the Sun” and this was fol institutions and the degrees of success
lowed by a representation of a blind with which they have been employed
Cigarettes - Cigars - Tobaccos
Dr. C. H. Clapp plans to discuss the
woman in which the dancer used her
Candies - Tasty Sandwiches
situation that will confront the State
expressive hands convincingly.
An exhibition of volleyball was University faculty during the next tw
TICKETS ON SALE AT FOX-WILMA OFFICE
Refreshments
years
in
the
matter
of
salaries.
Gen
given by the Delta Gamma and the
Reserve Them NOW
Kappa Alpha Theta teams. An ex eral discussion and opinion will he
citing basketball game between the expressed following the speeches.
senior and sophomore class teams
Vernon Mickelson, graduate assist
brought forth considerable cheering
from the audience. During the inter ant in the Department of English
Next to Shapard Hotel
Seats 50c, 75c, $1
The Fire Department is ju st a
lectured
on the writings of Stephen
mission between halves of the basket
§
Shows at 7 and 9
few doors away.
ball game, four women gave a dem Crane before the American literature
class on Wednesday.
onstration in fencing.

Paneled, $1.55

. This afternoon at 3: IB o'clock, 10
U n ea athletic stars will arrive from
' Leffian to participate in the annual
X . cay, sponsored by the Women's
Athletic associations of the two
, schools. The students who will rep: „ seot the State College are Helen
fiiadhury, Ruth Bradbury, Sarah Bar
ringer, Constance Brewer, Dorothy
Douglas, Marian Gilchrist, Ann Har
m o n ,' Margaret Herman, Modesta
Monforton, Ruth Nelson, Iola Palmer
and Marine Paulson.
- Two more women have been chosen
to represent the State University.
L They are Catherine Harrington, Mis- souls, and Bertha Cone, Great Falls.
; Tonight the two groups will be di
vided into two color teams and will
' compete in a swimming contest in
y,c men’s gymnasium at 8 o'clock.
On Saturday the grou ps w ill again
be put into color teams and w ill play
- basketball in the morning. A demon
stration in tumbling will be given for
the visitors before lunch. Following
lunch a program of folk dancing, clog
ging and tap dancing will entertain
the visitors. After the program both
groups will play volleyball.
Saturday night the Bozeman women
will be the guests of the local W. A A.
at Varsity VodviL

Sporty Vents

Students May Take
Golf Next Quarter

If Winter Comes. . .

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL

C

Program Presented
By Delta Psi Kappa
Demonstrates Work

hic

SMITH DRUG
STORE

DIXON & BOON

Initial Showing of

Men’s Spring Suits

"Faculty Budgets”
Is Discussion Topic

I

J.

c.p e n n e y !

i ___

°

Florence Laundry

i

Roller Skates

TO M O R R O W N IG H T

1932

Barthel Hardware

¥ O P Y 1H

MISSOULA
CLUB

$24.50
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Arnoldson Loans
Freshman Teams
Rare French Book Hold Their Own
Journal Contains Official Reports of
American Revolution

Wide Open Town

In State Debates

I The Story of Butte Is Told
By Myron Brinlg In This New
III Novel at Library

MONTANA

Friday, March 4 10,,

KAIMIN

More Schools
Send Names
To Masquers

Poor Judgment
Kidnapers May Have Made
Foor Showing by Abducting
The Lindbergh Baby

Program Is Given
For High School
Editorial M eeting

brevities
Word has been received that v<
glnia Braunberger, Kallspen a w
student at
at the
the -State
si„>„ Universe
’ a wnser
student

later a student at. the U" 'n“way
S r of
,
It is ju st possible that a ring of Session Will Begin Thursday Morning Washington, will resume her
here spring quarter.
"” ™ |
A story of Butte, Myron Brinig’s
Montana State Forensic Squad Wins
kidnapers used exceedingly poor judg
Of Track W eek; Is Sponsored
"Wide Open Town,” appears this week
H ere; Locals Are Victorious
Robert Tamplin, Howard Bu
ment when they abducted Charles
By School of Journalism
A rare old calf-skin bound volume
on the shelf of new books a t the Li Seventeen High Schools Signify Augustus Lindbergh, Jr.,” .stated Pro
At. Bozeman and Butte
ford, Great Falls; victor 2 *
'
of an ancient French journal has been
brary. The sprawling mining city Is ■
, Intention of Entering Drama
Kalispell, and Bill Boone,Beer l !? ’
fessor E. A. Atkinson, assistant pro
loaned to the Missoula Mercantile
A program for the two-day session are confined In the SontS
the setting for a realistic story of
Contest in Spring
fessor of psychology at the State
State University freshmen won and
company for display purposes by Mrs.
ribald youth and brave old age.
,n‘
of the Montana High School Editorial firmary.
Louise Arnoldson, associate professor lost in a dual encounter with Montana
University, yesterday.
Mr. Brinig returns to the city of this
of foreign languages.
Mr. Atkinson pointed out th at even association contest to be sponsored by
Maybelle Redding, former State Bn.
Seventeen
high
schools
throughout
State College freshmen Wednesday “Singermann,” and with his two Irish
The book which Mrs. Arnoldson dis night The traveling team of both
the state have communicated with the the greatest of financiers had been led the School of Journalism and the a s versity student, arrived in Mteo^
men, uncle and nephew, as his proto
covered in a Paris book shop two years
Montana Masquers and signified their into foolish m istakes in following their sociation during T rack Meet week in today to spend the week-end at th.
types, tells the passionate, vigorous
ago contains twelve issues of a “Lit schools received the decision, Bozeman
intention to enter the sixth annual business, and th at he saw no reason May. has been arranged to begin on Kappa Kappa Gamma honse.
tale of the growth of an American
erary and Political Journal” of 1777. getting a two-Lo-oue verdiet here and
Little Theater tournament to be held why kidnapers should be immune. He
Dr. C. H. Clapp has been’confined
mining
town.
His
canvas
is
crowded
Thursday, May 12, at 9:30 o’clock.
It’s great value lies in the fact that the Missoula freshmen receiving 286
May 11. These schools have until thought th at anyone who made a defi
to his home with the flu for the m ,. 1
The m orning will be taken up by few days.
in each issue appear official reports votes to 167 for the State College with small dramas and large. Desire April 4 to submit a definite entry in nite statement of motives a t this time
was taking a chance on being correct, speeches and discussions as follows:
of the American Revolution. Although freshmen. The debate was held in and love, courage and defeat are there. the contest.
Barkeepers, politicians, shopkeepers,
the news had evidently been relayed Livingston before students of Park
Presentations are required to be one since there has as yet been no tru st Addresses of welcome, by Dean A. L.
prostitutes, miners and ministers are
Stone of the School of Journalism , the
through London, the French writers County high school.
worthy evidence made public.
sharply etched against the background act plays or one act of a long play,
flavored It with comments showing the
While several forms of menial de presidents of Sigma Delta Chi, m en’s
in either case requiring only one set
Aubrey Benton, Butte, and Richard of the smoky, reckless city.
strong sympathy which France felt Farnsworth, Livingston, represented
terioration such as that present in the professional journalism fraternity, and
Other books on the new shelf range ting. The maximum playing tim e is
for the colonists in their struggle with the State University in the Missoula
Hickman case might be responsible Theta Sigma Phi, womens' honorary
from pseudo-scientific fiction, through 45 minutes. No two groups may pre
England.
for
the crime, Mr. Atkinson said that journalism fraternity, editor of the
debate which was held in the Little
contributed account of the bloody sent the same play. The right to pre
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
as yet he had seen mention of noth Kaimin and the president of the a s
The famous literary critic, La Harpe, Theater. They were opposed by Dean
NATIONAL BANK IN
persecution of Free Masonry, to books sent any play lies with the group mak
was one of the editors of the paper Stebbins and George Noe of Billings,
MONTANA
ing the first registration for that play ing to indicate that any of these had sociation; address by Jack Newman,
educational psychology.
been
responsible.
which was published twice a month. representatives of the State College.
editor
of
the
M
ountaineer
of
Butte
priority to be determined by the
It might turn out to be a cleverl public high school; "The Association,
The binding of the book is worm-eaten, IThe local team upheld the affirmative
postmark or telegraph date on the
showing its extreme age, and the gold side of the question: Resolved, that
entry. Original plays written by pupils planned and successful piece of work Its Purposes and Future,” by Mrs.
tracery on the end 8f it is all hand Congress should enact legislation pro
Inez Abbott of the School of Journal
high school may be presented but as far as I know,” concluded Mr
work.
viding for centralized control of in
i winning plays of previous con kinson. “Until there is some more evl ism ; "The High School Newspaper and
Its Place in the Community,” by Fred
dustry. Judges were David R. Mason,
tests may not be chosen. These are: deuce in the case your guess is
Ward, advisor of the Thompson Falls
professor of law; Rufus A Coleman,
’The Valiant,” "The Wonder Hat,” good as mine.”
COItBLY WILL VISIT HERE
high school paper; discussions of
assistant professor of English, and R.
Tie,” “Submerged” and “The Giants'
problems of the high school newspaper
Stair.”
Vivian D. Corbiy, '26, formerly of Marshall Sanderson, pastor of the F irst
by advisors of high school papers. A
Missoula, national adjutant of the Dis Methodist church. This was the first Cost Will Be Under Two DoUars;
William Angus, director of dra.Sample May Be Seen At
luncheon and a special program will]
abled American Veterans and editor time Benton and Farnsworth had ever
latics, said, in speaking of choice
Student Store Soon
conclude the activities for Thursday.
of the D. A. V. semi-monthly maga debated, neither one having had any
of plays, “A great many that have
The meeting Friday m orning will be
zine, will attend the D. A. V. conven previous experience.
been presented previously have been
The State University was repre
tion in San Diego, Calif., in June and
opened
by Andrew Cogswell, instruc
White sleeveless sweaters with the tradegies or ’heavy’ plays. The com
will return to his home in Cincinnati, sented at Livingston by H arry Hoffner numerals 1933 across th e ’front will mittee Is especially eager in these con
tor in the School of Journalism , who
Ohio, by way of Missoula, Glacier and and Kenneth Rhude, both of Butte, grace the members of the Junior class tests to encourage all competing
will also have charge of the question
who argued the negative side of the this year and distinguish them from groups to choose and present comedy, All Undergraduates Are Eligible
Yellowstone parks.
box. Subjects for Friday’s talks have
Enter a Limit of Three
centralized control question. Yester the rest of the school. This was de farce and fantasy as well as ‘heavy’
not been selected. There will be
Typed M anuscripts
speeches by William W. Lessly, ad
Mafy Irene Scott, Lewistown, a day afternoon Hoffner and Rhude cided a t a meeting of the junior garb plays.”
visor of the Gallatin Valley high school
junior in the School of Music, was stopped in Butte to debate Lester Zei- committee held Tuesday in the Little
If your car is hard to
Libby
and
Reed
Point
may
possibly
Two prizes are being offered by the publication, and by Eunice C. Ervin,
sent to the St. Patrick’s hospital Mon hen of Stevensville and Rayworth Theater. Michael Kennedy, chairman enter the tournament and the follow
sta rt or seems sluggish
Frontier in its second poetry contest
advisor of the Granite Prospector of
day with a slight attack of influenza. Howe of Helena, representatives of of the committee, stated that a sample ing schools have sent definite notifi
these cold mornings—
for undergraduates this spring. The Philipsbu.rg high school. Following
the School of Mines, on the same ques of the garb will be on display in the
yon may need a differ
cation of entering the Masquers con first prize is for the best poem
tion.
Students’
Store
by
the
end
of
the
week
ent
oil. Come In and
these talks will come the student
Miriam Barnhill, Missoula, has been
Word was received this morning by Juniors may order their sweaters by test: Alberton, Anaconda, Beaverhead group of poems submitted. It will be editors’ and m anagers’ round table
let us look over yonr
absent from school for the past few
County high school a t Dillon; Bel
copy
of
Northwest
Verse,
the
an
Jesse
Bunch,
freshman
debate
coach
car, we can soon tell
signing up at the Missoula Mercantile
days due to the serious illness of her
discussion. Transactions of associa
stating that the debate team composed company or with any of the commit grade, Belt Valley, Billings, Butte, thology edited by H. G. Merriam, and
mother.
tion business and the giving out of
Choteau County high school a t Fort
year’s subscription to the Frontier
of Rhude and Hoffner defeated a team tee members.
awards
will
complete
Friday’s
pro
Benton, Flathead County high school
le second prize is a copy of Mead
from the State School of Mines in a
The sweaters are of lightweight at Kalispell, Gallatin County high
gram.
debate held in Butte last night.
wool with black inch-high numerals school at Bozeman, Hamilton, Hardin, and Mangel-Wurzel, a book of poems
This is the kind of gas
M IS S O U L A
across the front. The original cost Helena, Missoula, Sweet Grass County by Grace Stone Coates, and a y
you need — the kind
ubscrlption to the Frontier.
L A U N D R Y CO.
of the sweater without the numeral
t h a t gives a new,
high school at Big Timber, Whitehall
Any undergraduate may enter as
FINE HAIR CUTTING
is $1.65, but with the numerals it will and Powell County high school at
Phone 31X3
smooth
performance to
many as three manuscripts, consist
by ten or fifteen cents more. Final Deer Lodge.
OUR
SPECIALTY
your car, the kind that
HAT BLOCKING
ing of a single poem or a group of
cost to the juniors will be known by
DRY CLEANING
gives
you
a quick pick
poems. The maximum length of each
the end of the week.
up and long, steady
A review of the play, "Sueno de
entry is 100 lines. If a number of
Committee members to whom juniors
mileage.
Una Noche de Agosto,” which the
short poems are entered as a group
can give their orders are Michael
Spanish section is producing under
they m ust be on the same general
Kennedy, Ruth Provost, Bob Schroethe direction of Cecile Virginia Sughtheme, or have a unifying mood.
der, Alice Taylor, Elmer Sheehan and
101 East Main
rue, Spanish instructor, will be given Kathryn Coe.
Three typed copies of each entry
COCA-COLA
English at the Little Theater Tues
ORANGE CRUSH
m
ust
be
left
in
Room
101
of
the
Li
At the committee meeting Tuesday
OUR WORK IS OUR
BLUEBIRD
day, March 8, at 4 o’clock. The play
brary not later than 5 o’clock on the
a variety of garbs was considered.
HIRES, Etc.
is being given for the benefit of those
BEST RECOMMENDATION
In Sterilized Bottles
Corduroy trousers, coats, jackets, caps Two Hundred and Fifty Register for afternoon of April 20. Each sheet m ust
whose Spanish is “rusty” and for those
be labeled with an assumed name, and
Yes. we make PUNCH.
and various types of sweaters were
Caterpillar Instruction
Iwho do not know the language.
Bowl and Glasses furnished free.
an envelope, also bearing the assumed
displayed by Hugh Scully, Missoula
This Year
PHONE 8352
Although the romance which de
must contain the real name of
Mercantile company representative.
. Or notify Howard Gnllickson.
velops because a straw hat blows in
the
author of the poems. The judges
“The present garb was chosen both
WE DELIVER
The fourth annual tractor school, of this year’s contest will be
the window of the romantic young
for beauty and economy,” stated Ken
sponsored by the School of Forestry nounced later.
heroine’s room may easily be followed,
Majestic Candy &
nedy. "We felt students wanted some
and the Westmont Tractor company,
much of the subtle dialogue of the
Last year, Alicia K. O’Donnell won
Beverage Co.
thing useful which would not strain
closed Tuesday afternoon after a two- the first prize with her group of poems
play will be lost if the hearer does
the purses too much.”
not understand Spanish.
day session. The total registration Youth Looks in Wonder,” and sec
reached 250 members which is con ond prize was won by Naomi Stern"The review is being given prin
SHOP EARLY AND SAVE MONEY
siderably more than in previous years. heim, Butte, with her poem, “Blade
DaCo Ham
DaCo Lard cipally for and at the request of high
At the
The last day was devoted mainly of Grass.”
school students of the language and
FOR
to logging, road building and the
those of elementary State University
BIGGER AND BETTER
Deisel caterpillar. Wiliam Wegner,
classes,” said Miss Sughrue. "Anyone
FOODS CLASS SPONSORS
logging engineer from the Caterpillar
is welcome to attend. There is no
(Continued from Page One)
Feed 'em On
RECEPTION FOR GUESTS
admission charge."
factory, lectured on the logging equip
Florence Hotel
because of sickness. The two also
"Sueno de Una Noche de Agosto”
ment, being assisted by members of
met
last
year,
with
the
Butte
boy
win
A
formal
reception was held in the
PRODUCTS
the School of Forestry faculty.
will be presented in Spanish Thurs
ning after a torrid three rounds.
home economics dining room yester
day, March 10, at the Little Theater
Moving pictures, equipped with
—From—
Coyle Takes Count
in connection with the Masquers' play,
sound devices, were used to illustrate day afternoon from 4 to 5:30 o’clock.
The
event was sponsored by the foods
A thundering right which thudded new methods of road building, fire
‘The Magic of-An Hour,” a transla
tion from the Spanish “Eneanto de twice on Cubs Coyle’s body and chin fighting and earth moving. The fae 21 class under the direction of Anne
Branch—MODEL MARKET
Una Hora,” by Jacinto Benavente, and was enough to place Rex Hennlngsen tory experts were also equipped with Platt, associate professor of home
DaCo Bacon
Sausages
economics.
directed by Marian Wilcox.
in the championship throne of the wel lantern slides which were used in con
Besides the members of the class,
terweights. The first round it sunk nection with machine discussion.
guests were: Helen Gleason, chairman
once in the dark, overweight loser’s
A moving picture demonstrating the
of
the Department of Home Eco
midsection with a solid smack. The value of machinery in fighting forest
second time the fist left Henningseu's fires in relation to speed and efficiency nomics; Anne Platt and Mrs. Monica
shoulder was in the second round—i was one of the last day’s attractions B. Swearingen, associate professors of
/
terrific shot on the chin. The knock Power machinery used in transporting home economics; Helen Groff, Caro
X
out came in the first flurry of the supplies to isolated fire sections has line Griffith, and Elvira Hawkins,
Refrigerator
second session as the fighters collided proved to be much more effiicent than business directors of North, Corbin
and South halls, respectively; Ruth
y
on the east side of the ring.
packing by iiorse.
Smith, grade school director of home
Sherman Miller, tired and apparently
beaten in the third round, gamely 45 seconds. Swanson won the middle economics; Clara Wrigley, Bonner;
opened up a slashing two-fisted attack weight title left vacant by Larry Mrs. Mary Ferguson and Myra Pel
lens, both of Missoula.
to retain the light heavyweight title Bjorneby.

The First
National Bank

Junior Committee
Selects Sw eaters
As Garb for Year

F ro n tie r O ffers
Prizes in Second
P o e try C o n te st

G 4S
ana

O IL

Shell 400

Spanish Students
Give Play Review

Metropole
Barber Shop

T r a c t o r School
Concludes Fourth
A n n u a l S ession

5c Now!

McKenzie-Wallace
Service Co.

ONE-CENT SALE
Today and Tomorrow

Fast Battles Feature
Annual Tournament

Public Drug Store

GRIZZLIES
DaCo

John R. Daily, Inc.

House Managers

y

The "completely. balancetf’Electric

VV
l?

Save

*50 t o *150

yearly
You can save $50 to $150 yearly
with a W ESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator

— the latest scientific development
for the safekeeping o f perishable
foods in the home. It actually costs
less than your present old-fashioned
equipment. Get the facts before you
buy any refrigerator.

W

e s t in g h o u s e

REFRIG ERA TO R.
Dickinson Piano Co.

from John Sullivan,
Both boxed
Myron Johnson successfully de
calmly in the first round, opened up fended his bantamweight wrestling
a little in the second and set a scorch title by throwing Dick Karnes in 2
ing pace throughout the third, with minutes flat with a headlock and arm
Miller a little more aggressive and bar.
accurate.
“Behemoths” Battle
Wrestling Events
Leonard Kuka won the decision over
Bob Myers flopped John Schultz in a fellow rootball player, Alvy Cosper,
5 minutes and 15 seconds with a heada heavyweight wrestling crown.
lock, taking the light heavyweight The match time was 10 minutes. Both
wrestling title. The grappling started men charged, counter-charged, hit the
fast and the men hit the mat often, ropes, knocked a pail of water over
both tiring rapidly as the time pro a woman,spectator, but were unable to
gressed.
down each other. Augie Vidro, last
Fred Benson downed Jack CouglU, year’s crown-bearer, watched the
both junior welterweights, in 4 min thatch from the time-keeper’s seat.
utes and 30 seconds to retain his cham
George Brooks slipped out of a head
pionship. On the mat, all but down scissors to throw Ityland Waiford for
several times, Benson turned the trick the lightweight wrestling title which
with a headlock and arm bar.
Mitchell Sheridan forfeited when he
Ted Cooney forced Teters over and suffered a sprained ankle Tuesday.
[down” with the hold which had woti Brooks won the bout in 8 minutes 45
most of the previous m at mixes_the seconds.
Sheridan, however, will
headlock and arm bar. Five minutes make the trip to Bozeman for the State
and 30 seconds elapsed before the wel Intercollegiate title.
terweight title settled upon the should-; In the opening fencing exhibition,
ers of Cooney.
Frank LeSage won the foils champion
Carl Swanson, aggressive and more; ship, 5-1. over Jack Houston. Howard
than willing, threw Bill Wren with a Nelson deefated Jack Jefferson, 5-2,
headlock and arm bar in 5 minutes and for the sabers title.

GOING TO THE SHOW?
O.K. I’ll see you at

Kelley’s

Meet

the

roamer

A N i f t y ^Li t t l e S p o r t s
Cr u s h e r o f J e r s e y K n i t

Always
CORRECT
You’ve seen them, those co-eds
whose appearance is always
fastidiously correct.
Let us arrange and wav i your
hair to suit you.

$ 1 95
One of those softies with no shape nor reason ’till yon
clap it on yonr head! J u s t a simple brim . . . tip It right
or tett . . . wear it turned up front or back . . . and
most exciting color from luscious pastels,
,e,s!
,ck or •’"■own! For sports and runabout
■Ore s nothing better, and at $1.95 . . . have several!
ny other Sports, Toppers, -Rollyour-owns, Caps, Berets

75c to $3.95

Ruby Dean
Beauty Parlor
Hammond Block

MissouiaMercantmCa

